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Abstract

Road transportation being a leading source of greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution, is now 

resulting a move away from the traditional internal combustion engine to electric vehicles (EVs), 

currently powered by battery technology. This paper examines end-of-first-life applications of EVs 

batteries in a low-carbon circular economy following global transition to EVs and net zero economy. 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with key actors within the EV industry in the UK. Drawing 

on Stahel closed-loop solutions, a qualitative analysis of the transcripts of these interviews revealed the 

need for business models towards coherent low-carbon circular economy of the value chains. This paper 

reveals a whole range of issues relating to: extraction of battery critical raw minerals (e.g. ethical 

concerns); manufacturing (e.g. lack of policy frameworks addressing value chain emissions); 

distribution and sale (e.g. gaps in circular built economy strategy and transition plan); use (e.g. lack of 

a functioning market for end-of-first-life batteries) as well as research and innovation (e.g. lack of 

infrastructure to deal with end-of-first-life cells). The views on policy weaknesses testifies to the need 

for close-loop business model to not only focus on recycling battery raw minerals or repurposing battery 

for energy storage applications. But, should consider many aspects of an innovative policy strategy and 

product's global value chain, accounting for: equitable jobs, critical raw minerals dependency, 

circularity governance and industry standards, protecting the natural environment, tackling emissions 

and ensuring sustainable consumption and production patterns. The study highlights establishing key 

trade-offs within policy goals considering the global value chains, as well as, harnessing synergies 

between social, economic and environmental goals. 

The paper concludes that a low-carbon close-loop business model should integrate the triple objectives 

of making positive impact on people, planet and profit, and developed on the basis of legislation, 

collaboration, research, investment, and incentives guiding to achieve the Global Goals.

Keywords: Electric Vehicles; Circular Economy; Lithium-Ion Batteries; Low-Carbon Economy; 

Business Models; Sustainable Futures.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Background 
Globally, road transportation constitutes about one-quarter of total greenhouse gas emissions (GHG), 

second only to emissions resulting from electricity and heat generation (IEA, 2016). Road transportation 

also remains a major source of ambient/outdoor air pollution, via exposure to Particulate Matter – (PM, 

that is less or equal to PM2.5 micrometres) that contributed to 4.1 million deaths from heart disease, 

stroke, lung cancer, chronic lung disease, and respiratory infections in 2016 (HEI, 2018). Such 

environmental and health impacts from road transportation, have resulted many international policy 

frameworks such as The Paris Declaration on electro-mobility and climate change, encouraging 

nationally determined contributions towards low-carbon economies via sustainable transport 

electrification to levels compatible with less than 2-degree Celsius pathway (UNFCCC, 2015). 

Importantly, the global transition for cleaner air and low-carbon economies are all strongly embedded 

in the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), providing a shared blueprint for people, the planet 

and profit (UN Environment, 2017). This chimes with views that the appetite for road transport 

electrification should simultaneously help achieve many of the SDGs along the global value chains 

(ICTSD, 2017).

Europe, where road transport accounts for about 73% of all greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) has 

adopted a low-emission mobility strategy, a global shift towards a low-carbon, and circular economy 

since 2016 (EC, 2016). Indeed, the European strategy for the transport sector reflect an irreversible shift 

to low-emission mobility, envisioning, at least 80% of the vehicle fleet in 2050 being fossil-free or fully 

electrified (EC, 2016). Accordingly, a member state such as the United Kingdom heavily reliant on 

fossil fuels (BEIS,2017), are advancing the electrification of vehicles, aiming to ensure competitiveness 

and respond to the threat of climate change via reduction in GHG emissions, whilst tackling air pollution 

(DfT,2018).

Consequently, the low-emission mobility strategy has resulted a move away from the traditional internal 

combustion engine (ICE) to electric vehicles (EVs), currently powered by lithium-ion battery 

technology (LIB, the most common EV standard) for its safety and higher energy density reliability 

(Husain, 2010). However, the electrification of vehicles experiences a whole range of challenges and 

opportunities, with regards to the EV technology Global Value Chain (GVCs - see also Dinger et al. 

2010; Masiero et al, 2017). GVCs identify the geography and activities of actors involved from taking 

a good or service from raw materials to production and then to the consumer (Frederick, 2014). A key 

concern regarding LIB GVCs also reflect the high raw materials prices, the rare and finite nature of the 

raw materials, as well as, the high manufacturing costs (Nelson et al, 2009; Nitta et al, 2015).

To date, battery technology is presently the prominent technological solution for powering EVs, as well 

as supporting low-carbon and grid decarbonisation via renewable energy sources. Dinger et al. (2010) 

highlighted that LIB carry sufficient charge for use in further applications after end-of-first-life, as it 

typically retains 80 % of original manufactured energy storage capacity when deemed unsuitable to 
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meet EV standards (Cready et al., 2003; Warner, 2013). In other words, an ‘end-of-life’ is when a LIB 

capacity reduces by 20% of its original capacity. 

A range of research studies evaluates and detail the prospect for end-of-life EV batteries in a circular 

economy (e.g. Ahmadi et al, 2014; Zhang et al, 2014; Kampker et al, 2016; Drabik and Rizos, 2018; 

Olsson et al, 2018; Catton et al, 2019 and Hill et al, 2019). Recently, the issue of circular economy 

perspectives for the management of batteries used in electric vehicles, was also discussed in a technical 

support to the European Commission (Hill et al., 2019). Yet, there are no clear circular economy 

business model i.e. end-of-first-life or post-first-life applications pathways, regarding what to do with 

EV LIBs when they pass their peak performance or become unsuitable to meet EV standards. 

Mechanisms and regulatory frameworks for LIBs post-first-life (repurposing/second use, 

remanufacturing and recycling) and integrating the potential recovery of battery cells raw materials into 

a low-carbon Circular Economy (CE) solutions remains unclear and presently does not transcend into 

current UK and EU legal and public policy frameworks enough (e.g. Busch et al., 2017; Drabik and 

Rizos, 2018). Strikingly, Europe’s Battery Directive 2006/66/EC (Directive, 2006), to which the UK 

currently adheres, currently lacks specific circularity policy measures, including technological 

innovations that efficiently integrates LIBs into a low-carbon circular economy. Unlike the linear 

economy model where products “single-use” means a “take-make-dispose” pattern, CE ensures 

products circularity in a value chain, whilst capturing more of the value normally lost in a traditional 

linear system. Richa (2016) highlights that future waste management of LIBs will become a challenge, 

as EVs are becoming mainstream, and the domestic battery-cell manufacturing within Europe presently 

remains weak vis-à-vis value chain raw minerals extraction and processing. 

Typically, most LIB used in new EVs constitute nickel-manganese-cobalt oxide (NMC) raw materials 

(Perkwoski, 2017), with desire for NMC resulting from its proneness for: specific energy (energy 

storage per kilo gram of weight); battery safety from explosions, performance (high-energy density and 

longer driving range); battery manufacturing cost and battery life span (Dinger et al., 2010). 

Importantly, these NMC cells materials are also classified as critical raw materials (CRMs) by the 

European Commission (EC, 2017), and are becoming increasingly important for the UK (POST, 2019), 

including Europe’s low-carbon and circular economy transition (EC, 2018). Thus, a well-functional and 

low-carbon circular future, therefore requires an integrated global decarbonisation effort and reduction 

of material impacts along CRMs value chains needed for clean energy technologies (World Bank, 

2019). Such a transition needs to tackle policy weaknesses, especially, raw materials sourcing and 

supply risks, potential LIB wastes, products manufacturing and circularity policies (EC, 2014). 

To better understand the UK’s low-carbon and electrification of vehicles policy vision (DfT,2018), this 

exploratory study aims to explore and develop a knowledge base for follow-up actions to stimulate a 

more integrated circular economy business model ensuing global transition to EVs and low-carbon 

technologies.
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1.2 Objectives 

The UK’s road to 2050 (DfT,2018) may yet seem far, but decisions taken now are crucial to establishing 

permanent value chain economies and industries, designed to harness more integrated circular low-

carbon economy business models. What happens to the large number of LIBs in the UK when deemed 

unsuitable to meet EV standards, remains highly significant for the UK strategy towards a low-carbon 

circular economy. Considering a lack of reliable battery-cell manufacturing capabilities, existing ‘silo 

policy frameworks’ developed largely in isolation from one another, and unclear domestic strategy for 

EVs low-carbon and circular economy business models, this study seeks to:  

i) Explore relevant stakeholders’ views on the opportunities and challenges/concerns that accounts 

for EV LIBs end-of-first-life applications in a low-carbon circular economy.

ii) Explore views on best-practice needed towards coherent CE value chains.

iii) Understand specific actions that may address raw materials supply risks; decarbonising EV 

infrastructure and circular economy solutions realising sustainability futures.

Interviewee questions within a broader context explored:

i) What are your views on strategies and best-practice standards for end-of-first-life applications for 

LIBs in a low-carbon circular economy?

ii) What are your views on best-practice needed towards a coherent low-carbon CE value chains?

iii) What are your views on GHG emissions within the EV life cycle?

In addressing the study’s objectives and questions, the qualitative research methods were applied (Yin, 

1994). These included, primary data sources via interviewing relevant interest and stakeholder groups, 

as well as, secondary data sources. More importantly, the CE paradigm is becoming a well-established 

concept within sustainability and resource management science, and rapidly rising up in political and 

responsible business agendas. Thus, following the UK’s EV transition strategy, this study contributes 

to shaping low-carbon circular economy policy strategies. The study’s output also sheds light on how 

responsible and sustainable business models towards low carbon CE could be harnessed by the EV 

global business communities. Finally, these findings support a discussion of how EV deployment and 

global value chain cleaner energy policies can be supportive of the UN SDGs. in particular, 

decarbonising both the transport and mining infrastructure (SDG Goal 13), ensuring healthy lives for 

all (SDG Goal 3) and making a positive impact on people, planet and profit.

2.0 Materials and Methods

2.1 Electrification of Vehicles & Low Carbon Circular Economy – the case 

National governments’ policies inevitably play a crucial role in EV deployment and low-carbon CE 

adoption. As a result, in view of the global push towards electrification of vehicles, the UK’s ‘Road to 

Zero Emission Strategy’ published in July 2018, presents an interesting case to explore further. The 
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strategy clearly shows the UK’s commitment towards innovative ultra-low emission vehicles (ULEV) 

that set out an ambitious industrial strategy, designed to build a green economy across the UK for the 

21st century. The strategy set two key goals towards such transformation i.e. to attain zero emission by 

2040 and achieving the ULEV standard by 2050 (DfT, 2018). The UKs new Clean Air Strategy also 

aim to reduce particulate matter emissions by 30% by 2020, and by 46% by 2030 (DEFRA, 2019), with 

EV being integral to a low-carbon economy and improved air quality. As well, changes to the UK 

Climate Change Act, 2008, had set a goal to reduce emissions by 80%, and aiming for net zero carbon 

emissions by 2050. 

Currently, transport remains the largest greenhouse gas‐emitting sector in the UK, accounting for 27 % 

of greenhouse gas emission, whilst road transport accounts for 91% of this figure (BEIS, 2018). 

Moreover, road transport remains a major source of air pollution, contributing to 34% of Nitrogen 

Dioxide (NOX), 12% of PM2.5 and 4% of non-methane volatile organic compounds (NECD, 2017). 

Given the environmental and health impacts from road transportation emissions, there is a strong push 

and commitment from the UK Government to encourage uptake of ‘cleaner cars’ via ultra-low emission 

technologies. The National Grid 2040 ‘Two Degrees’ forecast (Figure 1), estimates that, “there could 

be as many as 36m electric vehicles (EVs) on UK roads by 2040” (National Grid, 2018).

The UK’s shift to ULEV is deemed as a solution for cleaner air, offering zero emissions, reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions and improving energy security (DfT, 2018). Such transition towards EVs has 

ensued innovation, comprehensive research and development. A case in point reflect the UK aiming to 

cement its position as a world leader in battery technologies, energy storage and delivering state-of-the-

art innovation to support the automotive battery industrialisation (i.e. following Faraday Battery 

Challenge and UK Battery Industrialisation Centre funded projects - DfT, 2018).

Figure 1: EVs expected growth by 2050 

As show in Figure 1, the projected increase in EV sales, also means an increasing volume of EV 

batteries produced, including, increased sourcing of raw materials, with interlinked socio-
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environmental impacts in rich-mineral countries over the next decades (Alves et al., 2018; Work Bank, 

2019). 

2.2 Data Collection 

According to Frederick (2014), GVC research can theoretically be viewed within the lens of industrial 

organization research, and usually centres on ways people, including firms, places, and processes are 

linked to each other in the global economy. 

The aim was to select a broad range of stakeholders from different interest groups. In order to address 

the research questions, the qualitative methodology (Yin, 2009) was chosen, using semi-structured 

interviews to obtain primary data with open-ended questions (Charmaz, 2014), as well as secondary 

data sources. First, contact with interest groups began following a desk-study; using a priori knowledge 

of potential stakeholders operating within EVs landscape and identifying  relevant stakeholders’ from 

the ‘The Road to Zero’ policy document. Additionally stakeholders were further identified via 

networking from relevant workshops, social media platforms and the University of Birmingham’s 

Business Engagement Partnership. Since the research topic and EV industry area is relatively new, the 

snowball technique was used after interviews, in order to identify further potential stakeholders 

networks that might be interviewed (Handcock and Gile, 2011). 

Interviewees were asked to give their views on: strategies for end-of-first-life applications for EV 

battery in a low-carbon circular economy, and views on GHG emissions within EV life cycle. On 

average, each interview lasted about 40 minutes and were conducted during the months from October 

2018 to May 2019. All interviews were voice-recorded using a digital recorder after informed consent 

had been obtained, with ethical review and approval from the University. In total, thirty interviews were 

carried out via face-to-face, Skype and phone calls to obtain the primary data. Additional information 

from secondary sources using corporate websites; published materials and credible newspaper 

publications were used to collaborate the primary data. These helped in creating an empirical 

understanding of relevant stakeholder’s and experts views regarding the research objectives. 

The various sectors, including, the interest groups that participated are shown in Table 1, along with a 

brief description of their interests/stake. Data collection stopped when no new insights were being 

revealed from additional interviewees, i.e. following the concept of saturation in theoretical sampling 

(Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Data gathered from secondary sources to support the analysis are referenced 

in the result texts.
Table 1: Description of the various stakeholders interviewed from both the national and local level.

Sectors and Interest Groups Key interest/stake
Vehicle Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) / 
Auto Manufacturers
Jaguar Land Rover 
Honda
Emerald Automotive
Cummins

Vehicle Manufacturing and interest in EVs and battery technologies.  

Circular Economy & Lithium Ion Battery Experts
Circular Energy Storage Research and Consulting
Circular Economy Growth

Consultancy businesses focused on Circular Economy and Battery end-of-
life management. 
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Local Authorities (LAs) 
West Midlands Combined Authority 
Oxford County Council 
Surrey County Council 

Leading and laying out low-carbon and electric vehicle policy frameworks 
at the local level. This includes EV charging infrastructure networks and 
promotion of sustainable travel and transport. 

Non – Governmental/Profit Organisations (NGOs) and 
Policy Think Thanks
CENEX
Bright Blue
Global Action Plan 

Not-for-profit, low carbon technology experts and policy think tanks 
involved in EV advocacy on low-carbon; air quality issues, and consumer 
and business education. 

EV Fleet Operators
Lex Autolease
University of Birmingham 

Businesses involved in EV fleet leasing and business use. 

Auto Dealers
Nissan 
Jaguar Land Rover 
Renault 

Businesses in the EV supply chain involved in EV dealership and day-to-
day interaction with consumers’ on EV experience and knowledge. 

Academics & Researchers
EV Chemical Engineering Academic
EV Circular Economy Academic 
EV Metallurgy and Materials Academic (2×)

Academics involved and with interest in new battery technologies, circular 
economy and electric vehicles. 

Raw Minerals Experts 
Roskill 
Benchmarking Minerals
Circulor

Businesses offering consulting services, market reports and briefings for 
metals and raw minerals, including transparency for raw mineral sourcing. 

Raw Minerals Processing & Manufacturing
PRINCE

Specializes in developing, manufacturing, and making a wide range of high 
quality manganese derivatives and oxides for the international battery 
market. 

Kamoto Copper Company Underground copper and cobalt mine. 
National and Regional Policy Shapers 
Energy Saving Trust
Midlands Energy Hub
Electric Vehicle Experience Centre
Charge Master 

Organisations providing consumer guidance, advice on EV technology and 
infrastructure information in shaping Government and Local Authorities EV 
and Low-Carbon strategies. 

2.3 Analytical Framework – Circular Economy in a Global Value Chain 

The analytical framework applied in this study, was grounded on the Circular Economy (CE) theory, 

with an aim to explore deeper the interplay of activities and challenges considering the UK’s EV 

transition and the LIB GVCs (Figure 2). According to Inomata (2018), the interplay of products GVCs 

within a CE, helps explore ‘intangible activities’, which are linked to e.g. research and development; 

design; marketing; support services and supply chains interaction between cross-border production-

consumption nexus. CE involves remodelling industrial systems along the lines of ecosystems, 

recognizing the efficiency of resource cycling in the natural environment (Graedel and Allenby, 1995). 

Bicket et al (2014), highlights that CE strategy enables socio-environmental and economic growth while 

optimising the chain of consumption of natural resources. According to Stahel (2016), the reprocessing 

of goods and materials in CE generates jobs and saves energy while reducing waste, resource 

consumption and efficiency. CE however, turn goods at the end of their service life into resources for 

others, thus, ‘closing loops’ in industrial ecosystems and minimizing waste (see Table 2). In principle, 

CE follows the notion that waste no longer exists, because products and materials are reused and cycled 

indefinitely (Den Hollander et al, 2017). CE not only reflects modifications designed to reduce the linear 

economy’s negative impacts, but rather a shift that builds long-term resilience to economic shocks, 

generates business opportunities and provides societal benefits (MacArthur, 2013). In other words, CE 
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maximizes value at each point in a products life, - whilst helping create new job opportunities, reducing 

waste and costs, reduced resource consumption and risks, resource scarcity and harnessing 

environmental benefits (Stahel, 2016). Stahel (2013), also characterised some principles for a CE, 

highlighting that loops should have no beginning and no end, whereas, a CE needs functioning markets. 

According to Charter (2018), a challenge related to CE, is to not manage business model design, product 

and service design, operation management, and policies as separate activities but instead to manage 

them as interrelated activities that have positive and negative effects on each other. 
Table 2: The theoretical principles following closed-loop solutions described by Stahel (2016), and in response to the UK’s 

policy vision towards zero emission and achieving ULEV standard by 2050. 

Closed-loop Theoretical Principles 
Extracted Resources The phase where water, energy, and natural resources enter the manufacturing process.
Manufacturing The phase where renewing used products lessens the need to make originals from scratch, and recourse losses 

partly recovered by industrial symbioses.
Distribution & Sales This phase addresses ownership transfers from manufacturer to consumer at point of sale.
Use This phase is controlled by buyer-owner-consumer of goods, or by fleet managers who retain ownership and 

sell goods and services, considering reuse, repair and remanufacture.
Recycling &  Innovation Where research is needed to transform used goods into ‘as-new’ that considers extracted resources that may 

require water, energy and natural resources entering the manufacturing process. This phase also consider re-
use what you can, recycle what cannot be reused, repair what is broken, remanufacture what cannot be 
repaired.

Notably, there are calls to consider a CE transition from the perspective of GVCs (ICTSD, 2018). GVCs 

provide important insights into products value chain within the global economy (Graedel and Allenby, 

1995; Inomata, 2018). Importantly, the GVC theory embedded within the CE paradigm, has previously 

been applied in relation to urban light electric vehicles in South Korea and Japan, looking at the 

technological challenges for electric vehicle mobility and product recycling (Jussani et al, 2017). Dinger 

et al. (2010) also explored the value chains of electric-car batteries, focusing on: component production 

(including raw materials); cell production; module production; assembly of modules into the battery 

pack (including electronic control units and a cooling system); integration of the battery pack into the 

vehicle; use during life of the vehicle; and reuse and recycling (Dinger et al, 2010). 

Figure 2: Circular Economy Global Value Chains for Electric Vehicle Batteries 
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As shown in Figure 2, the theoretical categorisation also embraces the notion addressing the effects on 

the value chain of electric mobility and challenges of the global supply access, and impact sourcing raw 

materials (Fournier et al., 2012).

2.4 Data Analysis 

The interview scripts were transcribed verbatim, and transcripts were analysed with the aid of Nvivo 

12 software. Confidentiality and anonymous representation was maintained throughout, which is why 

individuals and specific business names are obscured in the results, but rather generalising and 

representing direct quotes using sectors or the various interest groups. 

Qualitative thematic text analysis was used (Aronson, 1995). The data analysis was deductive, as the 

data categorisation was carried out by applying a specific theoretical framework instead of establishing 

categories from the data itself (Kuckartz, 2014). Each interview/individual participant text was coded 

by the authors for emergent key themes that best described the framework attributes by the closed-loop 

solutions described by Stahel (2016) (See Table 2). As the analysis of datasets was exploratory study, 

the results were reviewed amongst other two academics to identify contradictions. During the first round 

of reading and coding, the data was assigned to the closed-loop solutions categories. A second academic 

cross-checked the coding. 

3.0 Interview Results

Stakeholders believe that not much has been done in the UK with regard to EV batteries circular 

economy and relevant legislative frameworks. Following Stahel (2016) closed-loop solutions, views on 

the main challenges and relevant actions were identified (Table 3). Detailed description of interview 

results with quotes are presented to construe respondent’s views. 
Table 3: Stakeholders’ views on the challenges in transitioning to EVs and low-carbon circular economy, including proposed 

policy actions.

Closed-loop Solutions Challenges Identified Actions
Raw Minerals 
Extraction 

 Lack of due diligence and duty of care protocols 
addressing value chain sustainability and ethical issues 
e.g. environmental pollution, forced child labour and 
human rights issues.

 GHG emissions and energy intensive process involved 
in mining and processing raw minerals. 

 Lack of low-carbon technologies and knowledge 
exchange within the value chain. 

 The use of Blockchain, as a traceability tool 
to ensure ethical and environmental 
standards in mining raw minerals.

 International charter and recognised ethical 
trading and certification standard sourcing 
EV battery raw materials.

 Building on trust within the value chains.
 Integrated manufacturing concept

Manufacturing  The UK supply chain reliance on China and other Asia 
countries on EV battery cell manufacturing and raw 
materials sourcing. 

 Lack of battery cell manufacturing capabilities and lack 
of upstream investment.

 Lack of clarity on what zero emission and low-carbon 
economy means.

 Lack of coherent policy addressing GHG emissions 
within the EV life cycle.

 Government investment in raw materials 
sourcing and LIB manufacturing 
capabilities.

 Regional level collaboration e.g. at the EU 
level having own manufacturing facilities. 

 Advocating responsible practices within the 
EV value chain.

 Policies addressing raw materials embodied 
energy and decarbonising EV life cycle 
infrastructure.

Distribution & Sales  Lack of innovation in consumer EV experience, 
including a Government-led transition plan from ICE to 
EVs.

 Clarity from Government on its upstream 
investment in controlling its own raw 
materials supply chain.
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 Lack of regulatory requirements for producer 
responsibility i.e. LIBs post-first-life applications.

 Lack of EV and LIBs knowledge exchange and 
information for consumers. 

 Lack of a circular economy strategy for second 
use/LIBs post-first-life applications i.e. from both 
vehicle manufacturers and the Government.

 A new Government-led legislation designed 
to integrate low-carbon circular economy 
concepts into EV distribution and sales e.g. 
vehicle-to-grid (V2G) services, to reduce 
future grid reliability.

 Improving customer value proposition and 
interaction within the EV ecosystems. 

 The UK or in collaboration with EU having 
own circular economy strategy and battery 
manufacturing facilities.

Use  The lack of business models closing loops to stimulate 
resource efficiency in EV battery CE. 

 Lack of a clear functioning market for re-use, 
repurposing and recycling of LIBs. 

 Lack of information and communication for EV LIB 
post-first life applications amongst the different 
stakeholders’ in the supply chain.

 Lack of mechanisms assessing/testing EV consumers’ 
batteries for second-use. 

 Legal framework to make LIB repurposing 
or recycling in the UK a requirement. 

 Clarity on market, value and pricing for a 
second-life battery for consumers. 

 A ‘free market-type system’ for consumers 
to sell their EV LIB for second-life-use. 

 A modularity and EV leasing system where 
vehicle manufacturers own the EV batteries 
and providing replacement solutions.

 Policies ensuring a standardised module in 
EV battery design supporting power storage 
applications.

Research and 
Innovation

 Lack of infrastructure to deal with end of life cells that 
comes back into the supply chain. 

 Lack of battery technology research breakthrough, in 
making the UK independent on other countries.

 Lack of upstream regulatory regime (battery metal and 
manufacturing supply chain outside the UK) 

 Limitations and knowledge gaps on codes and standards 
impacting re-purposed battery pack.

 The potential BREXIT (the UK leaving Europe) impact 
on overseas investments and concerns recruiting and 
loosing talent.

 More funding and research for alternative 
solutions addressing raw materials gaps, 
recycling infrastructure dependence and 
repurposing for second-use applications.

 Innovation in consumer incentives in 
driving appetite for EVs and LIB circularity. 

 OEMs improving the technical evaluation 
process in assessing EV consumers’ battery 
residual energy capacity or SOH.

 Improving on stakeholder policy 
engagement and simplification of the value 
and supply chains information.

 3.1 Raw Materials Extraction  

3.1.1 Ethical & Environmental Sustainability Challenges 
All interviewees expressed concerns about the human rights and child labour violations linked to 

mineral extraction for EV LIB, in particular cobalt mining (usually produced as a by-product of copper), 

resulting from places such as the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). A stakeholder, also highlighted 

the environmental and health impact of manganese processing industry in China, describing the use of 

toxic chemicals such as selenium dioxide to reduce electricity consumption during manganese metal 

processing and ore leaching.

Some stakeholders, shares the view that there is ‘no functional duty of care’, in ensuring “reduction of 

environmental impact and carbon emissions, particulate matter, and destroying local communities 

within the value chain”. Such concerns were linked to ‘lack of a common global charter’ targeting 

environmental protection, child labour and human rights issues following EV revolution and relevant 

raw materials sourcing. A raw material expert expressed such concerns as: 

“There are a range of initiatives. I think we suffer from having too many different regulatory 

approaches. It would be probably better that there’s a coherent international policy now, rather than 

a load of acronyms that nobody understands”.
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The study found that, Local Authorities (LAs) responsible for taking action to accelerate the transition 

to EVs at the local level, are least familiar with the EV battery raw materials and chemistries, including, 

associated value chain ethical human rights and LIB CE challenges.

“This is really interesting and thank you for bringing that to light because I hadn’t thought of the actual 

raw materials source and how we’re going to dispose of it”. Similarly, auto dealers at the forefront of 

selling and engaging with consumers on EV uptake are least familiar the ethical and environmental 

sustainability issues surrounding mining EV battery raw materials, as well as, lacking LIB circularity 

knowledge. 

3.1.2 Supply Chain Traceability & Trust Issues 
In tackling the supply chain ethical and environmental concerns, stakeholders responsible for metals 

and minerals supply chain solutions believe that using Blockchain will be a useful traceability tool. As 

some stakeholders are already working with major OEMs/vehicle manufacturers using Blockchain, they 

believe Blockchain will provide vehicle manufacturers a way of tackling child labour issues within the 

GVC. Vehicle OMEs interviewed are more inclined to favour an international/UN level charter such as 

the UN Global Compact, European Conflict Minerals Regulations and Dodd Frank Act with due 

diligence requirements. Local Authorities (LAs) including NGOs and policy shapers believe there 

should be internationally recognised ethical trading standards (environmental and humanitarian) and 

certification for EV battery raw materials.  Some academics and raw material experts suggested 

integrated manufacturing/on-site electrodes and battery cell manufacturing, especially, where raw 

materials are sourced will become useful. 

Some vehicle manufacturers believe, ‘trust’ must be built within the raw minerals value chain, and 

China should lead on due diligence and ethical raw materials sourcing/mining, as they are the global 

dominant player in EVs and raw materials sourcing. Yet, some mining companies see the challenge that 

“unlike major mining companies such as Glencore that ensures due diligence practices, the influx of 

Chinese mining operations have given rise to cases of bribing local decision-makers to mine and the 

challenge purchasing/mixing of cobalt artisanal sourced feed for export”. 

3.2 Manufacturing

3.2.1 Raw Materials Dependency & Manufacturing Infrastructure Challenge 
Most stakeholder groups, sees raw materials and battery supply chain dependency as a main bottleneck 

for the Governments’ mission putting the UK at the forefront of the design and manufacturing of zero 

emission vehicles by 2040. Interviewees believe there is marginal production of EV batteries in the UK 

and Europe, with ‘lack of control of raw materials supply chain’, and a reliance on China and Asia EV 

battery cell manufacturing supply chain. A policy shaper expressed this as:

“I don’t think we should necessarily be happy with a world where all of that is happening is in China. 

It doesn’t make sense to rely on China supply chain if you’re making cars in Europe”. 
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Views were also expressed on control of raw materials reflecting the lack of manufacturing capabilities 

and upstream investment in developing EV battery assembly capacities in UK. 

 “You have very aggressive expansion from the vehicle manufacturers, but that hasn’t really been 

translated in terms of investment upstream for battery raw materials and securing that supply outside 

of Asia, where predominantly all of the supply chain lies at the moment”. 

In tackling raw materials and cell manufacturing value chain conundrum, interviews believe 

Government should provide clarity on its investment controlling its own raw materials supply chain. 

“The UK should make moves towards potential battery manufacturing capabilities in replicating the 

mega and giga factories being built in America and Germany”. The UK Government investment in a 

new Battery Industrialisation Centre, including billion(s) of funding to develop cutting-edge automotive 

technologies, is seen as a precursor to a large-scale advanced-battery technology ecosystem and for the 

UK becoming competitive globally. 

3.2.2 Zero Emissions and Decarbonising EV Life Cycle Infrastructure
Many interviewees quizzed what ‘zero’ means in the Governments’ road to zero strategy. A policy 

shaper highlighted that: “we’ve asked for clarity on that. I don’t know what that means, but the challenge 

is making sure there’s an industry-wide definition of what ‘significant zero emissions capability’ 

means”. However, in cutting down the UK’s road transport CO2 emissions and delivering on climate 

change objectives, EV policy shapers, non-profit organisations and low-carbon experts sees positive 

contributions that EVs makes compared with internal combustion engines. 

“In terms of tank-to-wheel and tailpipe emissions, EVs are cleaner on carbon, even when the electricity 

is 100 % coal”. 

EV policy shapers, academics and low carbon experts are optimistic about the future of zero carbon in 

the UK’s electricity grid. They believe the grid is getting cleaner, with an increasing energy mix from 

other renewable sources. 

Interviewees, believe there should be CE frameworks ensuring innovation in production, reuse and 

recycling processes that use as much renewable energy sources as possible. There is a view that “UK 

regulatory frameworks, policy and timelines are very much tailpipe emissions focussed, and not 

upstream focused”. This reflect views on the embodied energy or GHG emissions within the EV and 

LIB life cycle.

3.3 Distribution & Sales 

3.3.1 Innovation in consumer experience
Distribution and sales concern within a LIB CE value chain reflect ‘lack of innovation in consumer 

experience and an overarching business case’ from manufacturers to consumer at point of sale. An LA 

participant expressed that: “This is a typical Government, they’ve launched this Road to Zero strategy, 

but what are the mechanisms to help local authorities to go circular”?
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Interviewees believe there is “no strategy and collaboration amongst stakeholder vis-à-vis end-of-first-

life applications, both nationally and EU levels”. The study reveals the ‘lack of CE knowledge exchange 

and information within the value and supply chains e.g. manufacturers information to auto dealers; 

information from manufacturers and auto dealers to fleet operators, which impact on consumers’ 

relationships and next steps. These reflect gaps in circular built economy strategy following EV 

revolution in Europe and a Government led transition plan from ICE to EVs. 

In stimulating more low-carbon circular business models along the value chain, many interviewees’ 

share a common view that “the industry and market just isn’t there yet for batteries post-first-life 

applications”. This highlights lack of regulatory requirements for producer responsibility, for EVs and 

batteries at different stages of the value chain. 

3.3.2 Responsibility & Circularity Logistics Challenges 
Almost all interviewees believe battery recycling or repurposing responsibility falls on the auto 

manufacturer/OEMs, with “Government providing leadership to ensure legislations, policies, and 

perhaps rewarding or incentivising circularity”.

Surprisingly, there are OEMs with no exiting program for second use or strategies recycling EV 

batteries. An OEM expressed this as: “essentially, we, right now don’t have any plans of getting into 

the recycling of batteries, a  few companies out there are trying to gain knowledge in that, and in new 

technologies, so in our mind right now, we probably want to find a recycler and work with them”. 

A stakeholder affirmed this as: “I remember speaking to a big world known car manufacturer, maybe 

it wasn’t the most senior person, but didn’t have a clue what will happen when the battery dies within 

five, six, seven years, so it is quite interesting”. 

3.4 Use 

3.4.1 Consumer Awareness & Knowledge Transfer 
When it comes to LIB post-first-life applications, many interviewees believe “the UK industry and 

market just aren’t there yet”. Many interviewees believe the industry is nascent and maturing, hence, 

there should be the right business model in place to deal with LIBs in a CE. 

The lack of a functioning market for reuse and recycling, was highly stated. As many Local Authorities 

(LAs) are already taking action to accelerate the transition to zero emission road transport via EV 

uptake, there is lack of familiarity regarding the potential LIB second-life use applications, including 

lack of consumer knowledge and information on LIB raw materials and chemistries value chain. This 

was expressed as: “EV Batteries is not something I know very much about, I'm afraid”. However, upon 

understanding the potential post-first-life applications value of an EV LIB, Local Authorities sees 

second-life use for grid and housing stock stationary energy storage systems, and believe such 

application will be useful in contributing to a low-carbon economy strategy and reducing the high cost 

of energy bills within households. An LA interviewee highlighted that “there is a massive opportunity 

for LIBs reuse as static energy storage, but a lot more work is needed in the circular economy area”. 
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The lack of LIB post-first life applications communication and knowledge exchange amongst the 

different stakeholders’ within the supply chain remains a key challenge. This reflects LIB post-first-life 

applications knowledge and information that trickles down from e.g. manufacturers to auto dealers; 

LAs; fleet operators; consumers and actors interested in post-first-life use.

3.4.2 Value Chain Circularity Typologies
Different typologies for strengthening business models for EV lithium-ion batteries circularity were 

discussed. Significantly, the modular and market driven concepts were emphasised. The modular 

system design of EV ownership echoes a scenario where manufacturers take leadership in owning 

batteries and providing battery replacement solutions. In this case, consumers own the car, thus, a shift 

towards leasing. This contrast with a market driven business model, illuminating a free market-based - 

where a consumer could sell their EV LIB to the highest bidder in a free market world repurposing 

them for their own usage. In driving such business models for post-first-life applications, interviewees 

believe, there should be a new Government led legislative framework, designed to integrate  circularity 

concepts in EV distribution and sales. In a free market world, some interviewees believe “there 

shouldn’t be too much regulation and many players within the value chain”, as it could impact used 

battery profitability. 

The modular design following a closed-loop initiative is becoming popular amongst vehicle OEMs and 

partnering with energy companies. Vehicle manufacturers  such as: BMW; Renault and Nissan Europe 

are all working on second life battery projects that ensures batteries continue to provide energy storage 

capacity in other applications.

3.4.3 Innovative Schemes & Mechanisms
EV experts and policy shapers, in particular, believe a Government-led LIB legislative framework must 

be established from a linear towards any meaningful low-carbon circular economy. 

“It’d be incumbent upon the Government to ensure there are policies, rewarding or incentivising the 

circularity within battery use”. 

To transition from linear to CE model, an OEM interviewee described the importance of consumer 

incentives from manufacturers in driving consumers’ appetite for LIB circularity. 

“I think the end-user obviously has to have the incentive to want to recycle their battery to 

manufacturers, so there has to be some good reason for that, and eligibility could be performance-

based standard, rather than a secondary-life standard”. Consequently, most interviewees wanted to 

see OEMs improving technical evaluation process estimating/testing consumers’ batteries state of 

health. This aim to aid assessing and calculating the market price and value for the second-life batteries.

3.4.4 Recycling versus Reuse
Discourses over recycling vs second-life use for energy storage applications remains a burgeoning 

issue. There are conflicting views regarding the complexities of second-life use, concerning  the lack of 

clarity on how much remaining capacity can be expected from a second-use application versus the cost, 

labour and energy intensive processes required recycling/recovering the raw materials. 
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Some stakeholders (e.g. raw material experts, fleet operators, policy shapers, academics and OEMs) see 

“repurposing LIB after first-use as short term, whilst recycling raw materials into constituent parts as 

the longer term solutions”. 

“I think one of the benefits of the lithium ion batteries is that, they still have an active use. So, this isn’t 

a case of recycling and stripping them down and seeing what you can get out of them; this is actually 

repurposing them in their current state to do a different job, which I’m thinking is very positive”.

In contrast, stakeholders including vehicle OEMs shared diverse views on old vs new batteries use for 

energy storage applications. A personal view from a vehicle OEM interviewee, prefers to see “utilizing 

old batteries in poorer countries or regions, as part of an initiative supporting poorer areas where 

people might require those most, and haven’t got sufficient ongoing electricity”.

3.5 Research and Innovation 

3.5.1 Infrastructure & Technological Challenges 
On an industrial level, the study reveals LIB repurposing and second-life use as “a nascent industry 

which will need more work”, with emphasis on lack of industrial infrastructure supporting LIB 

repurposing, recycling LIB raw materials and value chains dependence on other countries. 

“At the moment, there is no recycle of lithium ion batteries within the UK. Used batteries are shipped 

over to Belgium and Berne basically”. 

It was highlighted that for the UK to realize an EV performance economy, “it will take concerted action 

on several fronts, in particular, having the right infrastructure in place to deal with end of life cells that 

come back into the supply chain”. It was underlined not to “expect Government to establish battery 

recycling plants but they need to set the legislative framework to make recycling in the UK a 

requirement”. However, in warranting a viable recycling processes, interviewees believe such processes 

should account for the economic and environmental costs – addressing: time, labour and the energy 

intensive processes involved. 

3.5.2 Standardisation 
Of importance to transition to EVs and the LIB CE business model, emphasise on research and 

regulation ensuring a standardised module in battery design supporting power storage applications 

and recycling. Interviewees believe the onus falls on EV manufacturers and industrial body helping 

standardize battery components, so second-life adapters have less variety to deal with. An OEM 

interviewee highlighted that: “A typical life cycle of these kind of things, starts with standardizing across 

manufacturers because that’s where the technology’s been developed, and in the supply base, so you 

tend to start with manufacturers specific approach, and the regulators catch up afterwards to 

streamline and ensure consolidation”. 

3.5.3 Workforce, research collaboration challenges
In terms of Government support for research and development, interviewees believe there is limited 

scope in EV funding/project schemes, which are not sufficient, non-entrepreneurial and least drive 

private sector innovation in low-carbon and EV technological advancement.
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Almost all stakeholder groups, including, vehicle OEMs, EV fleet operators and EV policy shapers 

expressed concerns about how BREXIT could negatively impact on investment in EV technologies 

including research and development. This was expressed as “You stop collaboration, and you stop that 

knowledge exchange between people that probably know better than you do and losing out talent/highly 

skilled”. 

4.0 Discussion 
Batteries technology currently stands at the interface of powering EVs and remains the heartbeat of 

cleaner technologies towards low-carbon and net zero economy. Following the global appetite for EVs 

and low-carbon technologies, this study shows there are major challenges achieving an integrated and 

a more responsible low-carbon circular economy. Gaps in circular built economy strategy, and a 

transition plan from ICE to EVs, are all burgeoning issues. 

In working towards low-carbon circular economy solutions, Stahel (2016) closed-loop solutions, helps 

understand the need to address challenges such as: irresponsible raw minerals mining practices and 

CRMs dependency; lack of CE innovation in consumer experience and the lack of a local industrial 

infrastructure and operational model to deal with end-of-life cells. The results of this study suggest that 

addressing closed-loop solutions, must not be treated in isolation, and echoes Stahel’s (2013) closed-

loop principle that ‘loops should have no beginning and no end’. The study reveals upstream CRMs 

investment and component manufacturing are fundamental for the transition to a zero economy. 

Nonetheless, important circularity knowledge is still missing in the linkages that exist between CRMs 

extraction, the transition to EVs, cleaner energy and LIBs post-first-life applications. 

Although key EU policies such as: Batteries Directive (2006/66/EC); ELV Directive (2000/53/EC) for 

end-of life vehicles, Directive 2009/125/EC and REACH (Regulation (EC) 1907/2006), provides 

framework to manage e.g. the environmental impact of batteries lifecycle, the collection, treatment and 

recycling of waste batteries, the aforementioned Directives still remains weak addressing LIBs closed-

loop solutions. This study highlights that input for a mandatory legislative and a well-designed LIB 

circularity business model, should illuminate the cross-sectorial and cross-boundary value chain 

interactions.  Importantly, closed-loop and EV transition plan legislative frameworks should address: 

competitiveness, value chain socio-environmental and ethical impacts, job creation and economic 

growth, investment and innovation, whilst saving money for EV consumers. Thus, a Government-led 

legislation should be designed to integrate the various value chain TEEPSE influential drivers 

(technological, economic, environmental, political/policy, social and ethical) and challenges. 

The themes below explore deeper the pathways useful contributing to an integrated low-carbon circular 

economy business model: 

4.1 Closing the loop: post-first-life applications
As the new EU action plan for the Circular Economy (EC, 2019) among others have argued, there is a 

need to develop better strategies and tools harnessing circularity and sustainability for battery second-
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life use. The study reveals lack of regulatory requirements for producer responsibility for LIBs post-

first-life applications as a major challenge. New national legislative requirement addressing the 

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) required under EU Directives on waste, can put an obligation 

on manufacturers/producers to take operational or financial responsibility for the end-of-life phase of 

LIBs (i.e. creating take back programmes). This study revealed that a 3R system - recycling, 

remanufacturing and repurposing LIBs applications are currently not fully developed in the UK. Amid 

concerns of lack of LIB recycling infrastructure and technological breakthrough in the UK, this have 

led to the ReLiB project, aiming recycling battery raw minerals close to 100%. 

4.1.1 Recycling – Opportunities and Challenges  
Secondary raw materials

In addition to reducing waste generation, recycling can offer an economic incentive and resource 

efficiency through raw material recovery. In view of recycling processes, Nelson et al, (2009), 

highlights that an EV battery accounts for up to 40% of the entire vehicle's value-added share, whereas, 

Jody et al. (2011) estimated that recycling could yield up to 20% recovery of battery cost. Hence, a key 

challenge to closing-loop entails an efficient and cleaner recycling mechanism retrieving and 

maintaining all and high value battery raw materials in circulation, e.g. cobalt and the hard to recover 

and costly lithium mineral. With the lack of LIB recycling and circular economy legislative frameworks, 

transposition of the European Commission report on ‘Critical Raw Materials and the Circular Economy’ 

(EC, 2019) into a UK legislative framework will be useful. Such legislative framework should aim 

towards an efficient recycling processes that ensures national or local access to clean secondary LIB 

raw materials. This study highlight the importance to establish local, smart, efficient disassembly and 

safe ways recovering large quantities of raw minerals during recycling processes. 

Although, LIBs current collection percentage within the UK is very low, at just 2% percent (Urban 

Mine Platform, 2019), there is urgent need developing an economical and greener recycling process by 

the time large volumes of batteries reach end of life. The ReLiB project aiming to develop the 

technological, economic and policy framework allowing high percentages of LIBs raw materials to be 

recycled in the UK will become key in a closed-loop business model design. 

Several studies also highlights on the economic benefits recycling LIB raw materials, whilst mitigating 

raw materials supply risks and dependence on other countries (Olivetti et al., 2016; Mancha, 2016). 

Mancha (2016), underlined that recycling should ensure having own supply of resources without having 

to rely on imports from third countries. But, in view of policy goal to achieve ULEV standard by 2050, 

it should be noted that ‘recycling alone will not be enough to mitigate CRMs dependence’ on other 

countries and becoming a primary CRMs source.

Standardisation for battery design and recycling 

The study reveals that the auto sector lacks standardisation for battery packs or cells design (also in 

Arora and Kapoo, 2018). Review of the EU Batteries Directive (Directive, 2006) and the Ecodesign 
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Directive framework (Ruiz, 2018) could aid legislative framework for recycling and standardisation 

towards a more circular and resource efficient economy. 

Such legislative review could impel manufacturing innovative batteries that are easier and inexpensive 

to recycle after end of life. The Ecodesign Directive could lay down the conditions and criteria for 

requirements addressing issues such as the binder materials used in manufacturing batteries, as binders 

severely influence efficient recycling processes for CRMs (Belharouak, et al, 2018). Harper et al, 

(2019), emphasised the benefits of using low-cost water-soluble binders in cell designs to expedite 

CRM recovery in a recycling process. 

While the EV battery technology is still evolving, the role of battery manufacturers and regulatory 

measures ensuring standardisation for battery design towards efficient recycling processes remains 

vital. Such standardisation procedures should consider that, a specific battery chemistry e.g. nickel, 

manganese, and cobalt (NMC) battery could soon become obsolete (see also Gaines, 2014). Already, 

some cell manufacturers are aiming towards a cobalt-free battery/freeing away from high value CRM, 

considering emerging work on new battery chemistries to compete with LIBs (e.g. solid-state, silicon 

and rechargeable zinc alkaline batteries). Thus, a high-tech and costly recycling process developed 

solely to separate ‘high value CRM’ such as Cobalt, may be deemed uneconomical recycling a ‘low 

value battery’. Although, it takes a while for new cutting-edge battery chemistry to become mainstream, 

the lack of battery design standardisation could in future conflict with the ‘economic viability to recycle 

batteries’ versus ‘recycling time, cost and energy intensive process’. 

Policy frameworks should aim at protecting vulnerable populations, as low-value and end-of-
life EV batteries could end up as electronic/e-waste in emerging poor economies. Thus 
avoiding potential health consequences and exposures through environmental pollution 
during recycling. In recognizing the efficiency of resource cycling and transitioning to low-
carbon economy, this study highlights that recycling CRMs at the end of a battery second-life 
remains reasonable in managing potential wastes.4.1.2 Repurposing – Challenges & 
Opportunities 
Energy Storage Systems

With LIBs having a high capacity of 80% of original manufactured energy storage after EV life, 

recycling for raw minerals just after EV life, seems inconsistent in developing a low-carbon circular 

economy business model. Catton et al. (2019), also questions the economic proposition and 

complexities (e.g. labour and energy intensive processes) in recycling batteries after EV life, 

considering decreasing recyclable value of the raw materials, in contrast to repurposing LIBs for energy 

storage after EV life (Cready et al, 2003). 

The study shows a strong desire for repurposing LIBs as energy storage systems to address consumers 

and businesses growing high energy costs. Recent developments, have seen industry leaders exploring 

the benefits using new and second-life LIBs battery packs for grid-storage solutions in meeting peak-

power demand. This including the likes of EDF Energy and Nissan’s partnership to use second life 

batteries to power commercial projects in the UK (Pratt, 2018). Likewise, Tesla’s Gigafactory in the 
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US, which will produce 35 gigawatt-hours (GWh) of LIBs per year, running completely on ‘on-site 

renewable energy’ (Tesla, 2013). 

Despite the technological advancement and desires repurposing LIBs for energy storage, business 

models for repurposing and to deal with end-of-life cells which come back into the supply chain 

currently remains unclear. Significantly, there are persisting bottlenecks, considering the fact that 

second-use batteries are being applied to a system that they were not originally designed for, and that 

home energy storage is a relatively new concept, with few research.  

Gaps following safety risks, applicable codes and standards for repurposing LIBs in stationary storage 

installations, are ensuing calls for new definition, a certification scheme and formal technical standards 

for installation and installers (REA, 2016). 

Catton et al (2019), highlighted that there are gaps understanding the safety risks measures, applicable 

codes and standards for repurposing LIBs in stationary storage installations. At a national level, current 

regulations such as the UK Batteries and Accumulators Regulations 2008 and the Waste Batteries and 

Accumulators Regulations 2009 (as amended), remains weak guaranteeing an efficient, safe and 

coherent LIB repurposing processes in a closed-loop design. Institutions such as the Office for Product 

Safety and Standards in the UK, can therefore play a major role addressing such policy gaps, in 

managing the potential safety risks linked to repurposing LIBs in stationary energy storage installations.

Repurposing EV battery packs for secondary applications significantly increase their overall lifespan 

(Podias et al, 2018; Catton et al., 2019), and increasing the overall lifespan of a product remains integral 

to the building blocks of a circular economy vis-à-vis product manufacturing and supply (MacArthur, 

2013). Hence, legislative measures optimising the life cycle of EV batteries remains significant for the 

development of close loop business model, reducing environment impact, and experiencing more than 

enough energy storage to circulate around. 

Since close loop business model(s) are evolving, there is a need for a clear definition for LIB ‘end of 

life’ and ‘post-first-life applications’. This should aim to ensure a common understanding between all 

actors involved in first and second use applications, with considerations for circularity pathways and 

tools for LIBs evaluation. It is important to also understand that the lack of information for post-first-

life applications will limit the ability of the energy storage industry to grow. From a sustainability point 

of view, if the transport, energy and the mining sectors can share LIBs during their residual energy 

capacity life time, it would harness 2050 global decarbonisation goals. In consequence, a future-oriented 

scenario models integrating LIBs value chain challenges, including battery repurposing, will remain 

valuable. This can support an efficient industrial efforts positioning the UK’s global leadership towards 

an EV and battery performance economy.

4.1.3 Remanufacturing – Opportunities & Challenges 
In regard to remanufacturing, although it can be seen as the second best after reuse of an industrial 

waste process to transfer a used and worn component in a quasi-new condition or improving resource 

efficiency conditions, challenges and uncertainties in remanufacturing LIBs persist (Kampker et al, 
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2016). In principle, a remanufactured LIB should perform same as new, yet, consumers may not rate 

them at the same level as new, since they will require consumer rights e.g. safe and extended product 

guarantees, including third-party verification of LIB performance to ensure quality and market 

acceptance. Ruiz (2018), highlighted that remanufacturing, reconditioning, including disassembly and 

re-assembly of an EV battery pack, comes with higher operating costs.  Whereas Zhang et al (2014), 

emphasised on finding the optimal battery’s remanufacturing point, likewise, the need to develop 

special prediction models focusing on quality, quantity and time of batteries available for a possible 

remanufacturing. As part of LIBs remanufacturing challenges, closed-loop design must optimize 

lifetime and material cost savings, including energy, weight, and range or battery durability (ibid). Yet, 

the reuse of components retrieved by remanufacturing could also lead to a competitive cost structure 

for EVs (Remanufacturing Industries Council, 2016). 

4.2 Closing the loop: regulatory measures in transitioning to circularity   
4.2.1 Circularity Governance & Industry Standards 
The study reveals the importance of a circular economy governance mechanisms and a Government-

led transition plan from ICE to EVs. To begin with, it is important to develop a battery circular economy 

ownership and liability regime i.e. understanding who owns the battery at the point of EV sale or at 

end-of-first-life phase, helping facilitate decision-making for post-first-life possibilities. Frederick 

(2014), also argued that value chain governance network-style requires a lead firm to set parameters 

through coordination of production vis-à-vis the supply chain, designed to promote mutually beneficial 

growth for all parties. 

This study reveals differing views on a free market-based and modular system CE typology for EV and 

battery ownership. Frederick (2014), explained that in market-based governance, pricing is typically 

the driving factor, whereas, a modular type is characterised by "arm's-length" relationships, to 

hierarchical value chains illustrated through direct ownership of production processes (vertical 

integration). This show the need for clear vehicle manufacturer’s responsibilities and harmonised 

policies at the regional,  national  and local levels to make LIB circularity governance situation more 

coherent and efficient. Consequently, the recognition of EPR and LIBs post-first-life applications 

becomes crucial to the UK’s Clean Growth and Road to Zero Strategies. The absence of manufacturer’s 

responsibilities and LIB circularity regulations, could also result end-of-first-life LIBs ending up in 

emerging economies to address electric power outage or create a new market retrieving raw minerals 

to sell. 

Since the use of battery packs for household energy storage applications is a relatively new concept, 

absence of standards and risk assessment procedures for the installation in emerging economies, can 

expose individuals and households to safety risks such as electrocution and explosions (Catton et al., 

2019). Hence, key to transitioning to low-carbon economy and LIB circularity, is addressing liability 

challenges and improving technical and safety evaluation process estimating/testing EV owners’ 

remaining battery states-of-health (SOH). SOH is estimated according to the extent of use and 
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performance degradation of batteries and test the energy storage capacity of the battery (Lu, 2012). The 

ISO 12405 and IEC 62660-3:2016 international standard, specifies test procedures and best practices 

for lithium-ion battery packs and systems. These standards addresses requirements for performance, 

safety and how testing should be undertaken in EVs battery cell. 

Unlike ICE vehicles, EV owners cannot simply remove, transport their battery pack, purchase a new 

battery from the auto dealer or dispose the used battery to a local battery waste collection point. LIBs 

being a large device are not designed with disassembly in mind, as it takes many hours to process, as 

well as, requiring expertise, training and special safety routines to disassemble, and to prevent 

electrocution of operators or short-circuiting of the pack (Melin; 2018 and Harper et al, 2019). 

This study argues that circularity business models should have established reverse logistics industry 

standards with criteria and guidelines (reuse and recapture value and end the product's lifecycle). Such 

circularity criteria and guidelines should consider safety risk to explosion, as LIBs are classified under 

UN ADR Regulations as Class 9 (miscellaneous dangerous goods) (UNECE, 2019). Thus, post-first-

life applications standards may also appraise the waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) 

Directive (2012/19/EU), including its provisions relating to suitable design for disassembly of products 

(SWD (2018)36). Accordingly, guidelines on transportation of LIBs as a dangerous goods via road, 

should aim to prevent accidents and damage (UNECE, 2019). 

With the increasing trend and desire to repurpose batteries for energy storage applications, an EV 

battery management system (BMS) becomes essential supporting consumer-end low-carbon circular 

economy decision-making (also in Monhof, et al, 2015). 

4.2.2 Technological & Innovative Policy Instruments 
Gaps in technological development and innovation across the EV and battery industry affirms Rizos et 

al., (2016) view that the lack of assessing and implementing more advanced technical options hampers 

the establishment of circular economy requirements. Given this, key industrial actors’ access to state-

of-the-art technological systems and features of intellectual property (IP) will remain key to shaping 

and unlocking the circular ecosystem for LIBs technology and low-carbon economy. Wiens (2014), 

argued that IP precincts can strangle circular economy, as information and innovation are the currency 

of circularity. Even though information-sharing can be counter-productive on information security and 

competitiveness, building-walls with protective approach around products can also be self-defeating in 

delivering transformative change (Preston, 2012; Wiens, 2014). 

Den Hollander et al (2017) highlights on how unlikely OEMs will make their IP regarding products and 

CE processes available to the level needed by third parties. Besides, higher premiums for insurance 

costs could also remain a significant barrier, considering an increased risk of failure and the lack of 

statistical risk data for insurance companies to calculate premiums (Will, 2012). Thus, in stimulating a 

robust low-carbon circularity business model, Government should expedite funding specialised low-

carbon technologies start-ups and in collaboration with vehicle manufactures, second-life batteries 
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suppliers and relevant stakeholder groups, to target potential challenges that residential and businesses 

could encounter in this nascent industry. 

Clearly, Government-led economic incentives and measures supportive of consumer-end acceptance 

i.e. in testing, recovering, replacing, repurposing and recycling LIBs remains integral to CE business 

models. Such legislative measures could be enhanced under the Batteries Directive and the Electricity 

Market Reform Act improving upon the Renewables Obligation Scheme (DECC, 2012). Measures 

could adopt both the Ecodesign Directive and EU Energy Local Storage Advanced system (ELSA) 

integrating second life electric car batteries in a wide range of applications (ELSA, 2019). This aiming 

to ensure battery design are considered for disassembly, re-use and recovery after an EV life, as well as 

improving the environmental performance and carbon emissions reduction throughout LIBs life cycle. 

As revealed in the study, the Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) integration strategy through smart charging, could 

also help residential and businesses reducing grid reliability issues and decarbonizing the grid. V2G 

technology charges EVs using off-peak electricity then feeds it back into the grid at times of peak 

demand (National Grid, 2018). 

4.3 Closing the loop: Sustainable Global Value Chain
4.3.1 Critical Raw Minerals Dependency & Low-Carbon Technologies
This study reveals overcoming raw minerals, including battery manufacturing and supply chain risks 

challenges in transitioning to low-carbon economy i.e. mitigating the dependency on China, non-UK 

and other Asia countries on raw materials sourcing, cell and module manufacturing, including pack 

assembly. Accordingly, addressing CRMs dependence becomes a responsible business enabler, as it 

contributes minimising value chain ethical, environmental and social impacts.  

The modular circularity pathways, including investments in new efficient battery cells 
technological breakthrough (e.g. a combination of solid state batteries, Gigafactory and 
hydrogen fuel cells) remains key transitioning to a low carbon economy and confronting 
CRMs dependency. Significantly, upstream trade partnerships and investments to develop a 
UK strategy for the supply of strategic elements becomes vital addressing dependency and 
potential supply chain shocks. A case in point may reflect a scenario where countries with 
advantage in upstream CRMs supply and component manufacturing, ‘weaponing or 
embargoing CRMs imports’ in a geopolitical tensions or trade war. Accordingly, measures 
required to safeguard advanced-battery and low-carbon technology investments needs to be 
harnessed in the phase of political uncertainties and policy conflicts e.g.  BREXIT. 4.3.2 
Value Chain Emissions & Environmental Sustainability Challenges 
Drawing from the raw materials mining results, this paper argues that in transitioning to EVs and low-

carbon technologies, the value chain socio-environmental impacts sourcing raw materials must be 

considered. Thus, the study argues for circular economy business models, to uphold values in reducing 

the societal and environmental impairment caused by industries (Stahel, 2013; Geissdoerfer et al, 2018). 

Influential countries such as China, - a major consumer of CRMs, accounting for 30% of the total share 

of GHG emissions (Boden et al, 2017), and with increased equity share in foreign mineral assets 

(Farooki, 2018), can play a crucial role tackling value chain sustainability and emission challenges. 
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Particularly, China leading in placing a legally binding regulation on Chinese companies operating in 

resource-rich countries vis-à-vis adopting best practices for protecting vulnerable communities, 

ecosystems and adopting low-carbon technologies within the mining sector. Such innovative regulatory 

measure could become integral achieving China’s vision to green its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). 

Yet, China’s metals and mining investments under BRI remains unclear (Farooki, 2018). Tang et al 

(2015), highlights on innovative business model useful enhancing Chinese enterprises awareness of 

social responsibility, and achieving mutually beneficial policy under BRI. 

The study reveals Governments, mining and auto manufacturers’ “silo” approaches ensuing the 

transition EVs and demand for CRMs, have led to unsustainable policy and development choices, as 

policy frameworks are developed largely in isolation from one another. Hence, in pursuit of net zero 

global carbon emissions by 2050, resource-rich countries embracing World Bank’s Climate-Smart 

Mining initiative could become a powerful tool, supporting the integration of renewable energy content 

into mining operations, as mining accounts for 11% of global energy use (World Bank, 2019). Such 

initiative, with established international standards and codes for repurposing LIBs, could result in 

minerals-rich poor countries (with abundant solar energy) benefiting from battery pack technology for 

cleaner technology and energy storage systems. The energy storage system enables optimal use of both 

solar photovoltaics and grid electricity retrieved at low cost from the grid. Also, this will help address 

societal challenges such as irregular and random electric power outage usually experienced within some 

of these countries. According to the Natural Resources Governance Institute (2017), resource-rich 

developing countries are at risk of missing out on many of these socio-environmental benefits, including 

the economic benefits that should come as a result of being the source for low-carbon technological 

progress. 

This study recommends addressing the negative externalities caused by mining and resource 

consumption in minerals-rich countries, in the form of ‘external cost of pollution and risk impact’ policy 

instrument(s). Long et al., (2012) also commends that the internalization of environmental costs should 

reflect the environmental gains and losses in the cost of a product, whereas, ‘a price on carbon’ can 

also harness cross-boundary investment opportunities and the adoption of low-carbon technologies, 

including, other climate change policies towards net zero economy by 2050. According to the World 

Bank (2019), a carbon pricing mechanism can bring down emissions and help shift the burden for the 

damage back to those responsible for it or helping reduce it.

4.3.3 Improving Responsible Business Practices and Transparency 
It is also useful to acknowledge that the EV and low-carbon revolution will require a substantial increase 

in mining several key critical raw minerals and metals such as cobalt, manganese, and nickel, as well 

as copper in the roll-out of EVs, charging infrastructure and wind turbines (World Bank, 2019). 

Whereas irresponsible raw materials sourcing also means resource scarcity, large amounts of GHG 

emissions, water, waste and energy, thus, having an irreversible impact on the local and natural 

environment. Although there are several initiatives ensuring responsible and ethical sourcing of raw 
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minerals such as the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) and Responsible Cobalt 

Initiative (OECD, 2016), there are still weaknesses in tackling unethical and environmental 

sustainability issues within the raw minerals supply and value chain. A case in point echoes mining raw 

materials such as nickel in resource-rich countries such as the Philippines and Russia (Opray, 2017); 

the wrecking of fragile ecosystem in Chile due to lithium mining (Lombrana, 2019), and, forced child 

labour abuse cases on artisanal concessions mining of cobalt in DRC (World Bank, 2019). 

Raw minerals technology experts’ believe Blockchain could be used as an auxiliary technological tool 

to guarantee traceability in sourcing raw minerals, building trust and ensuring value chain responsible 

business practices. Kouhizadeh et al., (2019), similarly labels Blockchain technology as a potential 

enabler for many circular economic principles, and useful as digital ledgers to track EV batteries 

provenance (Collins, 2018; WEF, 2018). In fact, tackling raw minerals provenance issues via 

Blockchain, will do little to address the structural and substantive issues rooted within a system, 

especially, the underlying issues stemming from artisanal and illegal mining activities. Thus, a deeper 

understanding of the ‘social structures’ (e.g. rules, institutions, practices, thoughts, beliefs), 

unemployment and livelihood challenges experienced within resource-rich mining communities’ will 

remain key guaranteeing responsible and ethical sourcing of raw minerals. This study argues for 

circularity and business models to align measures addressing unemployment and environmental 

protection in resource-rich communities, and should be backed by legislation transforming small scale 

artisanal mining via the UN SDGs and Global Compact principles.  Effective stakeholder collaboration, 

research and investment, – and all arrangements whether regulatory, incentives/schemes or 

administrative must be rooted within trade, sustainability and industrial innovation policy goals. Such 

integrated and decentralized closed-loop business model, via an international common charter could 

have a real opportunity respecting human-rights, improving the natural environment, tackling 

corruption and value chain bribery cases. 

5.0 Conclusion 
The study reveals that ensuing low-carbon technologies and global net zero carbon emissions by 2050 

can be best realised via a circular domain. The study hypothesised that products circularity, must not be 

treated in isolation following the closed-loop principle, but rather address circularity issues as 

interrelated activities, as they could positively or negatively impact on each other. Policies transitioning 

from linear to a circular economy business model, should not only be about recycling raw minerals, 

addressing waste or repurposing battery for energy storage applications, but must focus on closing-loop 

in an integrated manner. An integrated manner, consider many aspects of an innovative policy strategy, 

accounting for equitable jobs and GHG emissions within the value chain, protecting the natural 

environment, and ensuring responsible natural resources consumption and production patterns. 

Key trade-offs between policy goals, especially ‘raw materials sourcing’ versus ‘uses’ in a closed-loop 

design must be explored, as well as, harnessing the potential synergies vis-à-vis the technological, 
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social, economic, political, ethical and environmental influencing factors/drivers within a system. Here, 

decision-makers should ensure both low-carbon and circularity objectives integrates the triple 

objectives of making positive impact on people, planet and profit, considering the geographical 

unbundling of economies. Although the study addresses LIBs circularity and the UK transition to EVs, 

the results are internationally relevant, considering the EU and global appetite transitioning to EVs and 

low-carbon technologies. 

To conclude, it is now imperative to recognise ‘circular novel thinking’ in policies and future studies, - 

providing systemic thinking towards integrated and sustainable futures. Such approaches following the 

nexus and scenarios thinking, provides joined-up and integrated approaches useful addressing value 

chain cross-sectorial and cross-boundary impacts, inter alia accounting for the Global Goals. 
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Highlights
 A circular economy business model for transitioning to electric vehicles in a low carbon economy 

is examined. 

 The circular economy principles has extracted raw minerals, manufacturing, distribution & sale, 

use, including recycling & innovation dimensions. 

 Stakeholders hold views on weaknesses on lack of business model addressing value chain close-

loop and low-carbon solutions. 

 Lack of infrastructure, critical raw minerals dependency including transition plan and legislative 

frameworks are major concerns.  

 Stakeholders share a common interest in addressing value chain ethical issues, the dependency on 

other countries and a local infrastructure dealing with electric vehicles batteries in a circular 

economy. 
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